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Agenda

• Emerging issues in Application Security 
• GDPR Background
• Principles for Privacy by Design
• Key requirements
• Approaches to meeting requirements
• Assessing information system documentation
• Data lineage (“provenance”) metadata
• Assessing a metadata approach

• A few other frameworks for application security assessment

• Some best practices for secure application development

• Test areas for auditing applications
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General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

• Based on beliefs:
• Privacy is a fundamental human right
• Privacy protection is an essential element in the functioning of democratic societies

• Goals are: 
1. To give control back to citizens and residents over their personal data
2. To simplify the regulatory environment for international businesses by unifying 

regulation within the EU

• Applies to organizations based outside the European Union collecting or 
processing personal data of EU residents, or exporting EU residents’ personal data 
outside the EU  

Created by the European Parliament, Council of the European 
Union, and European Commission to strengthen and unify data 
protection for all individuals within the European Union (EU)
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GDPR’s authors recognize
The existence of a “massive power imbalance between data processing 
entities, which determine what and how data is processed, and the 
individuals whose data is at stake, 

i.e., whose lives might be influenced by decisions based on automated data analysis, or 
by failures to adequately protect private information. 

…when using a specific service, many individuals are often unaware of the 
data processing and its consequences. Moreover, the user’s subsequent 
control over the nature of the processing that happens to their personal data 
once it is given away is limited. 

Lastly, penalties for infringements of legal data protection obligations usually 
take effect only after the fact, i.e. if a breach or misuse of data has occurred 
already.”

“take it or leave” applications’ User License Agreements
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Personal Data
Any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data 
subject’),whether it relates to his or her private, professional or public life

Can be a: 
• Name
• Home address
• Email address
• Photo
• Medical information
• Bank details
• Unique identifiers 
• Posts on social networking websites
• Browsing history
• Computer’s IP address
• …
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GDPR Actors

• Data subject an identifiable natural person, based in the EU, who can be 
identified directly or indirectly by reference to an identifier such as…
• …a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more 

factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social 
identity 

• Data controller is an organization that collects data from or pertaining to a data 
subject

• Data processor is an organization that processes data pertaining to a data 
subject on behalf of data controller (e.g. cloud service providers) 

• Data Protection Officer (DPO) is an expert with knowledge of data protection 
law and information security practices that assists the controller or processor 
with monitoring internal compliance with GDPR

DPO is expected to be proficient in managing IT processes, data security (including dealing 
with cyber-attacks) and other critical business continuity issues pertaining to holding and 
processing personal and sensitive data
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Privacy and Data Protection by Design

Privacy needs to be considered from the very beginning of application 
development.

• The term “Privacy by Design” was coined to indicate that GDPR 
expects privacy to be taken into account throughout the entire 
engineering process from the earliest design stages to the operation 
of the productive application system.

• “Privacy by Design” = “Data Protection by Design”

Danezis, G. et al. (2014) “Privacy and Data Protection by Design”, 
European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) 
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Achieving “Privacy by Design” in application systems 
is difficult

Privacy in itself is a complex, multifaceted and contextual notion

Additionally, it is generally not the primary requirement of an 
application and may come into conflict with other (functional or non-
functional) requirements

Danezis, G. et al. (2014) “Privacy and Data Protection by Design”, 
European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) 
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GDPR seeks to remedy the current situation…
…privacy and data protection features are, on the whole, ignored by 
traditional software applications engineering approaches when 
implementing the desired functionality.

• This ignorance is caused and supported by limitations of awareness 
and understanding of applications developers and data developers as 
well as lacking tools to realize the principles of privacy by design.

Danezis, G. et al. (2014) “Privacy and Data Protection by Design”, 
European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) 
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Privacy and Data Protection by Design

Although the concept has found its way into legislation as the…  Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA) and the new 
European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), its concrete 
implementation in creating secure applications remains un-clear at the 
present moment
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Privacy protection principles involved in Privacy by Design 
go beyond Article 25 to meet GDPR requirements

• Lawfulness

• Consent

• Purpose binding

• Necessity and data minimization

• Transparency and openness

• Rights of the individual

• Information Security

• Accountability

• Data protection by design and default
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Lawfulness
Processing of personal data is forbidden unless there is an explicit 
permission, e.g. by the individual’s consent or by statutory provisions 

• Processing of personal data is only allowed if
a) The individual whose personal data are being processed (“data subject”) has 

unambiguously given consent

or processing is necessary for
b) Performance of a contract

c) Compliance with a legal obligation the data controller is subject to

d) Protection of vital interests of the data subject

e) The public interest or in exercise of official authority vested in controller 

f) Legitimate interests pursued by data processing entities if such interests are not 
overridden by the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject
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Consent

• Individuals have the right to informational self-determination 

• To enable lawful data processing of an individual’s personal 
identifiable information, individuals need to give specific, informed
and explicit consent to the processing of their data
• A declaration of consent is invalid if not all these requirements are met 

• Transparency of data collection and use is a prerequisite for consent

• Consent can be withdrawn with effect for the future 
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Purpose limitation

• Personal data obtained for one purpose must not be processed for 
other purposes that are not compatible with the original purpose

• The purpose has to be legitimate, and it has to be specified and made 
explicit to the data subject before collecting personal data 

In many countries outside Europe, data is often persisted and used for multiple 
purposes and the principle of purpose limitation (purpose “binding”) is unknown
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Necessity and data minimization

• Collection of personal data must be fully avoided or minimized at the 
earliest stage of processing 

• Personal data must be erased (or effectively anonymized) as soon as it 
is not needed anymore for the given purpose
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Transparency and Openness

• Relevant stakeholders are provided sufficient information about the 
collection and use of their personal data
• They need to be able to understand possible risks induced by the processing and 

actions they can take to control the processing 

• Transparency is a necessary requirement for fair data processing
• Data subjects need information to exercise their rights

• Data controllers need information to evaluate their processors

• Data Protection Officers and other authorities need to monitor according to their 
responsibilities
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Rights of the individual

Individuals have right to access, review and rectify, as well as block access, 
constrain use, and erase their personal data

• Data subjects have the right to withdraw given consent with effect for the 
future

These rights should be supported in a way that individuals can effectively and 
conveniently exercise their rights

The implementation and support of these rights is promoted by the 
privacy by design principles that demands considering the user and 
stipulates privacy by default 
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Information Security
Appropriate technical and organizational safeguards for privacy and data 
protection must be applied

• Confidentiality requires that unauthorized access and processing, manipulation, loss, 
destruction and damage are prevented

• Integrity requires that data have to be accurate

• Availability requires organizational and technical processes for appropriately handling the data 
and providing the possibility for individuals to exercise their rights have to be available 
whenever necessary
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Accountability

Data privacy risk assessment and data protection impact assessment (DPIA) 
provides a basis for planning and implementing controls and is necessary for 
demonstrating compliance 

• Compliance with privacy principles and legal requirements, data protection 
controls, and incident management (breach notifications) needs to be 
determined
• Data Protection Officers may be installed to perform internal audits and handle complaints 

• Implies 
• Monitoring 
• Clear identification of responsibilities for internal and external auditing 
• Assessment and assurance of information security controls applied to all data processing 
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GDPR expects standard approaches to protecting confidentiality, 
integrity and availability to be in place 

NIST Framework for Improving Critical 
Infrastructure Cyber Security

NIST Security Control Catalog
(SP 800-53, SP 800-53A)

NIST Risk Management Framework
(SP 800-30, SP 800-37r1, 800-39)

ISACA’s COBIT 5 for RISK
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Privacy by design…
• Goes beyond the standard 

approaches 

• Is about building in additional privacy 
features into information systems 
that work from the very beginning of 
data processing and implement 
privacy controls that protect 
individuals’ personal data by default

• Much work on Privacy by Design has 
focused on “Big Data” systems 
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Key requirements fall outside standard information 
security approaches considered in some industries 

1. Collection of personal data is fully avoided or minimized at the earliest stage of 
processing 

2. Data subjects give specific, informed and explicit consent to the processing of 
their data
• Legitimate processing is specified and made explicit to the data subject before collecting 

personal data
• Data subjects understand possible risks induced by the processing 
• Data subjects understand actions they can take to control the processing 

3. Data subjects have right to access, review and rectify their personal data 
4. Data subjects have the right to withdraw given consent with effect for the future 

and block access, constrain processing and use, and erase their personal data
5. Personal data obtained for one purpose must not be processed for other 

purposes not compatible with the original purpose
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Some similarity to health information privacy requirements  of Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996

Security Rule requires covered entities to maintain reasonable and 
appropriate administrative, technical, and physical safeguards for protecting 
e-PHI
Covered entities must:

• Ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of all e-PHI they create, receive, maintain or 
transmit

• Identify and protect against reasonably anticipated threats to the security or integrity of the 
information

• Protect against reasonably anticipated, impermissible uses or disclosures
• Ensure compliance by their workforce

Data subject (or their personal representative) has the right to access their personal data records 

Data subject can request a change or amendment to correct their data record 
• Health care provider or health plan must respond to their request. If it created the information, it 

must amend inaccurate or incomplete information
• If provider or plan does not agree with the request, data subject has the right to submit a 

statement of disagreement that the provider or plan must add to the data subject’s record
23



Imaging Object Change Management (IOCM)
Information system-based communication 
protocol to meet HIPPA requirements for 
changing or deleting a patient’s data record 
(“image object)

Includes support for:  
1. Correction or rejection of imaging instances 

for quality reasons
2. Correction or rejection of imaging instances 

for patient safety seasons
3. Correction of Modality Worklist selection
4. Data retention expiration

IOCM
Communications

24https://wiki.ihe.net/index.php/Imaging_Object_Change_Management



Agenda

• Emerging issues in Application Security 
GDPR Background
Principles for Privacy by Design
Key requirements
Approaches to meeting requirements
• Assessing information system documentation
• Data lineage (“provenance”) metadata
• Assessing a metadata approach

• A few other frameworks for application security assessment

• Some best practices for secure application development

• Test areas for auditing applications
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One approach to assessing if key requirements are met 

• “A type 1 SOC 2® engagement is an examination of” 
1. “A service organization’s description of its system and the” 

2. “Suitability of the design of its controls that are relevant to security, availability, processing 
integrity, confidentiality, or privacy.

• A type 2 SOC 2® engagement addresses the same subject matter as a type 1 SOC 2® 
engagement but also includes an examination of the” 

3. “Operating effectiveness of the controls. 
A service auditor’s type 2 SOC 2® report includes a detailed description of the service auditor’s tests of controls and the 
results of those tests.”
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How to assess key Privacy by Design requirements  

Examine the organization’s 

1. Description of its system

2. Suitability of the design of its controls 
1. Relevant to key privacy and protection by design principles 

2. Relevant to security of confidentiality, availability, and processing integrity

3. Operating effectiveness of the controls
i.e. Auditor’s tests of controls and the results of those tests
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Assess whether privacy protection controls/services are included:

1. Is the collection of personal data fully avoided or minimized at the earliest stage 
of processing ?

2. Are data subjects able to give specific, informed and explicit consent to the 
processing of their data ?
• Is legitimate processing specified and made explicit to the data subject before collecting 

personal data ?
• Can data subjects understand possible risks induced by the processing ? 
• Can data subjects control the processing? And if so, can they understand actions they can take 

to control the processing ? 

3. Can data subjects access, review and rectify their personal data? 

4. Are data subjects able to withdraw given consent with effect for the future by:
a. Blocking access to their personal data?
b. Constraining processing and usage of their personal data? 
c. Erasing their personal data?

5. Are capabilities provided with which personal data obtained for one purpose 
are blocked and restricted from processing for other purposes not compatible 
with the original purpose?
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Description of the system should include:

• Types of services provided

• Components of the system used to provide the services
• Infrastructure

• Software

• People

• Procedures

• Data

• Boundaries of the systems covered by the description

• Information exchanges, i.e. how data are received into and provided out of the 
system
• Complementary controls included in the design of the system

• Procedures to determine that the information and its processing, maintenance, and storage 
are subject to appropriate controls 
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Where to look in the description of an organization’s system for data 
subject’s personal information?

Descriptions of the following system components are expected
• “Infrastructure. The physical structures, IT, and other hardware (for example, 

facilities, computers, equipment, mobile devices, and telecommunications 
networks)

• Software. The application programs and IT system software that supports 
application programs (operating systems, middleware, and utilities).

• People. The personnel involved in the governance, operation, and use of a 
system (developers, operators, entity users, vendor personnel, and 
managers).

• Procedures. The automated and manual procedures.

• Data. Transaction streams, files, databases, tables, and output used or 
processed by the system.”
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Example – Looking for documentation of data subjects’ 
personal information in an enterprise information system
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How to document 
where data subjects’ 
personal information is 
stored and how it is 
used within a database ? 

Legend
Personal 

information
stored here
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How to 
document where 
data subjects’ 
personal 
information is 
stored and how it 
is used within a 
database ? 33



Personal data in Information System Database Data Dictionary
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Personal data attributes can be classified based on 
disclosure potential: 

• Identifiers. Attributes that unambiguously identify the subject (e.g. passport 
no., social security no., name-surname, etc.)

• Quasi-identifiers or key attributes. They identify the subject with some 
ambiguity, but their combination may lead to unambiguous identification 
(e.g. address, gender, age, tele-phone no., etc.)

• Confidential outcome attributes. They contain sensitive subject information 
(e.g. salary, religion, diagnosis, etc.)

• Non-confidential outcome attributes. Other attributes which contain non-
sensitive subject entity information

Danezis, G. et al. (2014) “Privacy and Data Protection by Design”, European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) 
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“Better” documentation identifies and classifies personal data in data dictionary
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Is information available for meeting the following privacy by design 
requirements: 

1. Is the collection of personal data fully avoided or minimized at the earliest stage 
of processing ?

2. Are data subjects able to give specific, informed and explicit consent to the 
processing of their data ?
• Is legitimate processing specified and made explicit to the data subject before collecting 

personal data ?
• Can data subjects understand possible risks induced by the processing ? 
• Can data subjects control the processing? And if so, can they understand actions they can take 

to control the processing ? 

3. Can data subjects access, review and rectify their personal data? 

4. Are data subjects able to withdraw given consent with effect for the future by:
a. Blocking access to their personal data?
b. Constraining processing and usage of their personal data? 
c. Erasing their personal data?

5. Are capabilities provided with which personal data obtained for one purpose are 
blocked and restricted from processing for other purposes not compatible with 
the original purpose?
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Is personal data  
identified in the 
database 
documentation?

StudentMentor

PK ID

FK2 StudentUserGUID

FK1 MentorUserGUID

 Relationship

 PrimaryGUID

Teen

PK,FK1 ID

 SchoolGrade

 GPA

 LearningPhase

 PermitDate

 PermitType

 SchoolEnrollmentDate

 DEInstructor

 DESchool

 IsCrashPresent

 CrashIssue

 IsInjuryPresent

 InjuryIssue

 IsDeathPresent

 DeathIssue

 AccessibleVehicleType

 Vision

 OtherMedicalIssue

 AttentionProblem

 LearningDisability

 NeuroCognitiveFunction

 BirthDate

 Gender

 Race

 Ethnicity

 AvailabilityStatus

 CurrentLoggedDriveNumber

Mentor

PK,FK1 ID

 Education

 Income

 BirthDate

 Gender

 Race

 Ethnicity

 AvailabilityStatus
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Can you determine if 
data subjects’ personal 
data is included in the 
data dictionary?
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An improvement in 
identifying personal 
data and their 
classification in the 
data dictionary 
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Does the system’s user guide(s) describe capabilities 
for controlling and protecting subjects’ privacy data? 
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Data lineage metadata may hold the answer to meeting a 
number of challenging data privacy by design 
requirements

Data lineage (or ‘data provenance’) includes a description of the source 
material from which data were derived, and the methods of derivation, 
including all transformations involved in producing the final digital data 
records 
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A data lineage model provides concepts and vocabulary that help 
communicate how data is processed in an information system 
and aids thinking  how to meet privacy by design requirements

Relationship among source and derived datasets,
where each instance of the latter may be either an 
intermediate or product dataset, or both

Source datasets containing personal data can be entered 
into a system in a number of ways

Initially, a data subject’s personal data is only available in 
source datasets (n ≥ 1, m = 0 )

Subsequently, this data is copied or transformed to 
produce a new “derived” dataset 

Later, new datasets can be generated exclusively from 
derived datasets (n = 0, m ≥ 1) or can be derived from 
inputs that include sources, derived, or both (n + m > 1) 
using multi-input transformations such as relational 
database joins and relates or arithmetic, statistical, and 
logical transformations.
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Example: Data update propagation documentation 
Data Development: SQL1

Sources

Staging: SQL1a

Working FinishingNIS

Tracing

FinishingExisting

EntitiesGeneralized_EX.gdb

EntitiesGeneralized_NIS.gdb

Metadata

Publishing

Detailed_DCE

Review Changes
Track Approvals/Rejections
Rollback Rejects

Assign EntityID 
Track Changes
Load Sources
Link Sources to Changes

Survey Points

Finishing

Lifecyclestatus = Existing

Documents

Lifecyclestatus = NIS

Lifecyclestatus = ExistingSelect and 
Generalize Lifecyclestatus = NIS

Select and Copy
Update VersionID
Track Publication

Production: SQL2

Review Staging Datasets
Suspend Application
Copy to Released Database
Resume Application

Releasing
Tracing

EntitiesGeneralized_EX.gdb 

EntitiesGeneralized_NIS.gdb 

Detail_DCE

Metadata 

Documents 

Approved
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Datasets can be classified into source, 
intermediate, and product types and 
related as input and outputs of each data 
processing step of an application

Input datasets are given parent links 
pointing to output datasets they are used to 
create (Who am I the parent of?) 

Output datasets are given child links 
connecting them back to their input datasets 
(Who am I the child of?) 

Child links connect outputs to their inputs 
enable automatic deduction of which 
datasets within the database are sources 
and which are derived

Derived datasets are connected to their 
inputs by child links, sources lack such links. 
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child operator takes a derived dataset, 
accesses its child links, and identifies the 
inputs used to create it.

ancestors algorithm applies the child
operator and recursively traces child links to 
identify input datasets used to create a 
derived dataset, including sources used.

parent operator takes a source or derived 
dataset as input, accesses its parent links, 
and identifies all outputs directly derived 
from it. 

descendants function recursively traces 
parent links and identifies all datasets 
derived from a source or other derived input 
dataset used within the application.  
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Classifying datasets into source, intermediate 
and product paves the way to storing additional 
lineage metadata attributes to document 
properties of source, intermediate and product 
dataset types.

source dataset is provided a “frame” data 
structure that organizes knowledge about the 
origin, content, accuracy and sensitivity of the 
attributes   

derived dataset is provided a frame for storing 
detailed metadata elements about where it is 
physically stored, the processing command 
applied to the inputs to derive it, who derived it, 
and other aspects of the derivation 

Products are derived datasets provided 
additional frame(s) for metadata detailing the 
processing goal the dataset was intended to 
meet, intended users/audience of the dataset, 
when it was released, etc.
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Ancestors function was adapted to report 
metadata attributes of sources and 
intermediates to derive a target dataset

Ancestors function was integrated with a 
rule-based processor that checked inputs of 
each command, identified related sources, 
and evaluated their metadata to detect, 
warn and block commands that would 
otherwise process restricted data or 
combine datasets of incompatible 
properties

Descendants function was modified to 
automatically generate and run processing 
commands to propagate edits and new 
source materials to update dependent 
intermediates and products
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Data lineage metadata can be used to help information systems 
meet a number of key data privacy by design requirements, 
including:

• Enabling data subjects access, review and rectify their personal data? 

• Enable data subjects to withdraw given consent with effect for the 
future by:

a. Blocking access to their personal data?

b. Constraining processing and usage of their personal data? 

c. Erasing their personal data?

• Blocking and restricting personal data obtained for one purpose from 
being processed for other purposes not compatible with the original 
purpose
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Other metadata capabilities  will 
also provide support for tracking 
changes to sensitive attribute 
values and their propagation 
through information system’s data 
store as part of update processes

SurveyPoints

PK,I1 ID

FK1 DocumentID
 PointID
 Northing
 Easting
 Elevation
 DescriptiveCode
 Surveyor

EntityTypes

PK,I1 ID

FK1 FacilityTypeID
 Name
 LogLocation
 GlobalIDColumnName
 VersionIDColumnName

AttributeChange_Documents

PK,FK1,I1 AttributeChangeID
PK,FK2,I1 DocumentID

AttributeChange_SurveyPoints

PK,FK1,I1 AttributeChangeID
PK,FK2,I1 SurveyPointID

FacilityTypes

PK,I1 ID

 Name
 Description
 Abbreviation

Entities

PK,I1 ID

 GlobalID
FK1 EntityTypeID
 UMSID
 LIFECYCLESTATUS
 ArcObjectID
 AIRPORTCODE

AttributeChanges

PK,I1 ID

FK1 EntityChangeID
 WhichAttribute
 Accepted
 AcceptedBy
 WhenAccepted
 OldValue
 NewValue

EntityChange_Documents

PK,FK2,I1 EntityChangeID
PK,FK1,I1 DocumentID

DataStores

PK,I1 ID

 Name
 Description
 IPAddress
 DatabaseName
 CatalogName
 SchemaName

Publication_EntityChanges

PK,FK2,I1 PublicationID
PK,FK1,I1 EntityChangeID

EntityChange_SurveyPoints

PK,FK1,I1 EntityChangeID
PK,FK2,I1 SurveyPointID

Publications

PK,I1 ID

FK2 SourceDSID
FK1 DestinationDSID
 WhenInitiated
 InitiatedBy
 WhenMovementCompleted
 WhenReviewed
 ReviewedBy
 ReviewWasGood

EntityChanges

PK,I1 ID

FK1 EntityID
 LogID
 EventType
 WhenChanged
 ChangedBy
 WhenApproved
 ApprovedBy
 Approved
 VersionName

Documents

PK,I1 ID

 Name
 DocumentType
 Category
 SurveyPoints
 DocumentDate
 Agency
 Comment
 DrawingDocumentName
 ImageDocumentName
 SurveyDocumentName
 TEMPGID
 TEMPUMSID

IsSensitive?
Category
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Example: Data update propagation documentation 
Data Development: SQL1

Sources

Staging: SQL1a

Working FinishingNIS

Tracing

FinishingExisting

EntitiesGeneralized_EX.gdb

EntitiesGeneralized_NIS.gdb

Metadata

Publishing
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Review Changes
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Rollback Rejects

Assign EntityID 
Track Changes
Load Sources
Link Sources to Changes

Survey Points

Finishing

Lifecyclestatus = Existing

Documents

Lifecyclestatus = NIS

Lifecyclestatus = ExistingSelect and 
Generalize Lifecyclestatus = NIS

Select and Copy
Update VersionID
Track Publication

Production: SQL2

Review Staging Datasets
Suspend Application
Copy to Released Database
Resume Application

Releasing
Tracing

EntitiesGeneralized_EX.gdb 

EntitiesGeneralized_NIS.gdb 

Detail_DCE

Metadata 

Documents 

Approved
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System Architecture
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TLS/HTTPS
Authenticated via
ESRI Web Adaptor

TLS/HTTPS

Software
ArcGIS for Server 10.3.1

Software
Esri Map Cache 10.3.1

Software
Esri File Geodatabase 10.3.1

 Generalized_E.gdb
 Generalized_N.gdb
 MapSupport.gdb
 Detailed.gdb
Note: One of each file 
geodatabase for each location

Software
JavaScript 

 Edit Spatial Data and Attributes
 Assign EntityID & Global-ID
 Track Changes
 Load Sources
 Link Sources to Changes

 Review Changes
 Approve/Reject Changes
 Rollback Rejected Changes

Aerial Imagery 
Files

File 
Geodatabases

Scanned 
Documents and 

Survey Files

GIS Services

Application

Working

ApprovedMetadata

Tracing

Detailed_DCE

Finishing Tool
Publishing 

Model

Application 
Service 

and Web 
Adaptor

 Map Services
 Feature Services
 SOEs
 Authentication Service 
 Print Services

Note: One of each database for each 
location

Software
ArcSDE/DBMS 10.3.1/2012
Security
Authentication: SQL Server
Authorization: DBMS Role

Protocol: SQL

Software
ArcGIS for Desktop 10.3.1

Software
ArcGIS for Desktop 10.3.1

ASP .NET

Software
IIS 7.5

ArcGIS 10.3.1

Production System
Diagram
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Possible metadata support for data privacy by design

SurveyPoints

PK,I1 ID

FK1 DocumentID
 PointID
 Northing
 Easting
 Elevation
 DescriptiveCode
 Surveyor

EntityTypes

PK,I1 ID

FK1 FacilityTypeID
 Name
 LogLocation
 GlobalIDColumnName
 VersionIDColumnName

AttributeChange_Documents

PK,FK1,I1 AttributeChangeID
PK,FK2,I1 DocumentID

AttributeChange_SurveyPoints

PK,FK1,I1 AttributeChangeID
PK,FK2,I1 SurveyPointID

FacilityTypes

PK,I1 ID

 Name
 Description
 Abbreviation

Entities

PK,I1 ID

 GlobalID
FK1 EntityTypeID
 UMSID
 LIFECYCLESTATUS
 ArcObjectID
 AIRPORTCODE

AttributeChanges

PK,I1 ID

FK1 EntityChangeID
 WhichAttribute
 Accepted
 AcceptedBy
 WhenAccepted
 OldValue
 NewValue

EntityChange_Documents

PK,FK2,I1 EntityChangeID
PK,FK1,I1 DocumentID

DataStores

PK,I1 ID

 Name
 Description
 IPAddress
 DatabaseName
 CatalogName
 SchemaName

Publication_EntityChanges

PK,FK2,I1 PublicationID
PK,FK1,I1 EntityChangeID

EntityChange_SurveyPoints

PK,FK1,I1 EntityChangeID
PK,FK2,I1 SurveyPointID

Publications

PK,I1 ID

FK2 SourceDSID
FK1 DestinationDSID
 WhenInitiated
 InitiatedBy
 WhenMovementCompleted
 WhenReviewed
 ReviewedBy
 ReviewWasGood

EntityChanges

PK,I1 ID

FK1 EntityID
 LogID
 EventType
 WhenChanged
 ChangedBy
 WhenApproved
 ApprovedBy
 Approved
 VersionName

Documents

PK,I1 ID

 Name
 DocumentType
 Category
 SurveyPoints
 DocumentDate
 Agency
 Comment
 DrawingDocumentName
 ImageDocumentName
 SurveyDocumentName
 TEMPGID
 TEMPUMSID

IsSensitive?
Category
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Assessment questions

SurveyPoints

PK,I1 ID

FK1 DocumentID
 PointID
 Northing
 Easting
 Elevation
 DescriptiveCode
 Surveyor

EntityTypes

PK,I1 ID

FK1 FacilityTypeID
 Name
 LogLocation
 GlobalIDColumnName
 VersionIDColumnName

AttributeChange_Documents

PK,FK1,I1 AttributeChangeID
PK,FK2,I1 DocumentID

AttributeChange_SurveyPoints

PK,FK1,I1 AttributeChangeID
PK,FK2,I1 SurveyPointID

FacilityTypes

PK,I1 ID

 Name
 Description
 Abbreviation

Entities

PK,I1 ID

 GlobalID
FK1 EntityTypeID
 UMSID
 LIFECYCLESTATUS
 ArcObjectID
 AIRPORTCODE

AttributeChanges

PK,I1 ID

FK1 EntityChangeID
 WhichAttribute
 Accepted
 AcceptedBy
 WhenAccepted
 OldValue
 NewValue

EntityChange_Documents

PK,FK2,I1 EntityChangeID
PK,FK1,I1 DocumentID

DataStores

PK,I1 ID

 Name
 Description
 IPAddress
 DatabaseName
 CatalogName
 SchemaName

Publication_EntityChanges

PK,FK2,I1 PublicationID
PK,FK1,I1 EntityChangeID

EntityChange_SurveyPoints

PK,FK1,I1 EntityChangeID
PK,FK2,I1 SurveyPointID

Publications

PK,I1 ID

FK2 SourceDSID
FK1 DestinationDSID
 WhenInitiated
 InitiatedBy
 WhenMovementCompleted
 WhenReviewed
 ReviewedBy
 ReviewWasGood

EntityChanges

PK,I1 ID

FK1 EntityID
 LogID
 EventType
 WhenChanged
 ChangedBy
 WhenApproved
 ApprovedBy
 Approved
 VersionName

Documents

PK,I1 ID

 Name
 DocumentType
 Category
 SurveyPoints
 DocumentDate
 Agency
 Comment
 DrawingDocumentName
 ImageDocumentName
 SurveyDocumentName
 TEMPGID
 TEMPUMSID

IsSensitive?
Category

Entities

PK,I1 ID

 GlobalID
FK1 EntityTypeID
 UMSID
 LIFECYCLESTATUS
 ArcObjectID
 AIRPORTCODE

AttributeChanges

PK,I1 ID

FK1 EntityChangeID
 WhichAttribute
 Accepted
 AcceptedBy
 WhenAccepted
 OldValue
 NewValue

EntityChanges

PK,I1 ID

FK1 EntityID
 LogID
 EventType
 WhenChanged
 ChangedBy
 WhenApproved
 ApprovedBy
 Approved
 VersionName

IsSensitive?
Category

Which entities (if any) 
are data subject 
entities? 

Do changes pertain to a 
data subject’s personal 
data records?

Do the changes pertain 
to a data subject’s 
personal data attribute 
values?  If so, which 
ones?

If so, how are the changes 
reported on, updated, 
access blocked, restricted, 
or deleted based on a data 
subject’s request?
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GDPR assessment questions

SurveyPoints

PK,I1 ID

FK1 DocumentID
 PointID
 Northing
 Easting
 Elevation
 DescriptiveCode
 Surveyor

EntityTypes

PK,I1 ID

FK1 FacilityTypeID
 Name
 LogLocation
 GlobalIDColumnName
 VersionIDColumnName

AttributeChange_Documents

PK,FK1,I1 AttributeChangeID
PK,FK2,I1 DocumentID

AttributeChange_SurveyPoints

PK,FK1,I1 AttributeChangeID
PK,FK2,I1 SurveyPointID

FacilityTypes

PK,I1 ID

 Name
 Description
 Abbreviation

Entities

PK,I1 ID

 GlobalID
FK1 EntityTypeID
 UMSID
 LIFECYCLESTATUS
 ArcObjectID
 AIRPORTCODE

AttributeChanges

PK,I1 ID

FK1 EntityChangeID
 WhichAttribute
 Accepted
 AcceptedBy
 WhenAccepted
 OldValue
 NewValue

EntityChange_Documents

PK,FK2,I1 EntityChangeID
PK,FK1,I1 DocumentID

DataStores

PK,I1 ID

 Name
 Description
 IPAddress
 DatabaseName
 CatalogName
 SchemaName

Publication_EntityChanges

PK,FK2,I1 PublicationID
PK,FK1,I1 EntityChangeID

EntityChange_SurveyPoints

PK,FK1,I1 EntityChangeID
PK,FK2,I1 SurveyPointID

Publications

PK,I1 ID

FK2 SourceDSID
FK1 DestinationDSID
 WhenInitiated
 InitiatedBy
 WhenMovementCompleted
 WhenReviewed
 ReviewedBy
 ReviewWasGood

EntityChanges

PK,I1 ID

FK1 EntityID
 LogID
 EventType
 WhenChanged
 ChangedBy
 WhenApproved
 ApprovedBy
 Approved
 VersionName

Documents

PK,I1 ID

 Name
 DocumentType
 Category
 SurveyPoints
 DocumentDate
 Agency
 Comment
 DrawingDocumentName
 ImageDocumentName
 SurveyDocumentName
 TEMPGID
 TEMPUMSID

IsSensitive?
Category

If so, how are they reported 
on, updated, access 
blocked, restricted, or 
deleted based on a data 
subject’s request?

AttributeChange_Documents

PK,FK1,I1 AttributeChangeID
PK,FK2,I1 DocumentID

Entities

PK,I1 ID

 GlobalID
FK1 EntityTypeID
 UMSID
 LIFECYCLESTATUS
 ArcObjectID
 AIRPORTCODE

AttributeChanges

PK,I1 ID

FK1 EntityChangeID
 WhichAttribute
 Accepted
 AcceptedBy
 WhenAccepted
 OldValue
 NewValue

EntityChange_Documents

PK,FK2,I1 EntityChangeID
PK,FK1,I1 DocumentID

EntityChanges

PK,I1 ID

FK1 EntityID
 LogID
 EventType
 WhenChanged
 ChangedBy
 WhenApproved
 ApprovedBy
 Approved
 VersionName

Documents

PK,I1 ID

 Name
 DocumentType
 Category
 SurveyPoints
 DocumentDate
 Agency
 Comment
 DrawingDocumentName
 ImageDocumentName
 SurveyDocumentName
 TEMPGID
 TEMPUMSID

Do the documents 
contain sensitive 
personal data records?
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Agenda

• Emerging issues in Application Security 
GDPR Background
Principles for Privacy by Design
Key requirements
Approaches to meeting requirements
Assessing information system documentation
Data lineage (“provenance”) metadata
Assessing a metadata approach

• A few other frameworks for application security assessment

• Some best practices for secure application development

• Test areas for auditing applications
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A few other General Frameworks for Application Security 
Assessment:

• PPTM - People, Processes, Tools, and Measures

• STRIDE - Spoofing identity, Tampering with data, Repudiation, Information 
disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privilege

• PDIO – Planning, Design, Implementation, and Operations



• A brainstorming framework for examining security of an application from the macro-level
• People – describes every aspect of the application that deals with a human

• Make sure the right people are involved in planning, design, implementation or operations, and the right stakeholders 
are involved

• E.g. If the application involves end users, ensure:
• The application has controls around providing and removing access
• End users have been involved with the planning and design of components they will (to ensure usability)

• Process – Describes every aspect of the application that is involved in a policy, procedure, method, or 
course of action
• Review the interaction of the  application with interfacing systems and verify compliance with security models

• E.g. Ensure that firewalls are in place to protect the application from external applications, users, business partners, …
• Policies and procedures should be written to support how the application is intended to be used
• Adequate documentation should exist to support technicians who need to maintain the application

• Tools – Describe every aspect of the application that deals with concrete technology or product.
• Ensure appropriate hardware and environment exist to support the application
• Ensure the application interfaces with recommended technologies appropriate for your intended policies and 

procedures
• Verify that the application and infrastructure are tested and audited appropriately

• Measures – Describe every aspect of the application that is quantifiable conceptually, such as the business 
purpose or application performance
• E.g. verify that the application meets well-documented and well-thought out acceptance criteria
• E.g. if the application is intended to solve a quantifiable business problem verify that it does indeed solve the problem
• Verify that the logs are meaningful and that you can measure the performance of the application

PPTM - People, Processes, Tools, and Measures



STRIDE: Spoofing identity, Tampering with data, Repudiation, Information 
disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privilege

• A methodology used for identifying known threats
• A simplified threat-risk model – easy to remember and apply to develop steps that address how each of the risks are mitigated
• Spoofing Identity

• Is a key risk for applications with many users and a single execution context at the application and database tiers
• Users should not be able to become any other user or assume the attributes of another user

• Tampering with Data
• Data should be stored in a secure location, with access appropriately controlled
• The application should carefully check data received from the user and validate that it is “sane” (i.e. relevant and valid) and applicable before storing or 

using it
• Data entered in the client (e.g. browser) should be checked and validated on the server and not in the client where the validation checks might be tampered 

with
• Application should not send and calculate data in the client where the user can manipulate the data, but in the server-side code

• Repudiation
• Determine if the application requires nonrepudiation controls, such as web access logs, audit trails at each tier, or the same user context from top to bottom
• Users may dispute transactions if there is insufficient auditing or record-keeping of their activity

• Denial of Service
• Application designers should be aware that their applications are at risk of denial of service attacks
• Use of expensive resources (e.g. large files, heavy-duty searches, long queries) should be reserved for authenticated and authorized users and should not be 

available to anonymous users. 
• Every facet of the application should be engineered to perform as little work as possible, to use fast and few database queries, and to avaoid exposing large 

files or unique links per user to per user to prevent simple denial-of-service attacks

• Elevation of Privilege
• If an application provides distinct user and administrative roles, ensure that the user cannot elevate his or her role to a more highly privileged one
• All actions should be controlled through an authorization matrix to ensure that only the permitted roles can access privileged functionality. It is not 

sufficient, for example, to not display privileged-role links 



PDIO – Planning, Design, Implementation, and Operations

• Comes from CISCO Systems

• Considers potential challenges at each stage of an application development project

• E.g. A problem might result if system administrators are planning the design of a 
network solution without the involvement of a senior networking engineer 



Agenda

Emerging issues in Application Security 
GDPR Background
Principles for Privacy by Design
Key requirements
Approaches to meeting requirements
Assessing information system documentation
Data lineage (“provenance”) metadata
Assessing a metadata approach

A few other frameworks for application security assessment

• Some best practices for secure application development

• Test areas for auditing applications
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Some best practices for secure application development
Can help you quickly spot common weaknesses and poor controls

1. Defense-in-Depth

2. Positive Security Model

3. Fail Safely

4. Run with Least Privilege

5. Avoid Security by Obscurity

6. Keep Security Simple

7. Detect Intrusions and Keep Logs

8. Never Trust External Infrastructure and Services

9. Establish Secure Defaults

10. Use Open Standards



Defense In Depth

Layered approaches provide more security over the long term than one 
complicated mass of security architecture

• Access Control Lists (ACLs), for example, on the networking routers 
and firewall equipment to allow only necessary traffic to reach the 
application
• Quickly eliminating access to services, ports, and protocols significantly lowers 

the overall risk of compromise to the system on which the application is 
running



Positive Security Model

• Positive security models use “whitelist” to allow only what is on the 
list, excluding everything else by default
• “Deny by default”

• A challenge for antivirus programs

• In contrast with negative (blacklist) security models that allow 
everything by default, eliminating only the items known to be bad
• Problems: 

• Blacklist must be kept up to date

• Even if blacklist is updated, an unknown vulnerability can still exist

• Attack surface is much larger than with a positive security model 



Fail Safely

• An application failure can be dealt with in one of 3 ways:
• Allow

• Block

• Error

• In general, application errors should all fail in the same way:
• Disallow the operation (as viewed by the user) and provide no or minimal 

information on the failure

• Do not provide the end user with additional information that may help in 
compromising the system
• Put the error information in the logs, but do not provide to the user to use in 

compromising the system



Run with Least Privilege

• Principle of Least Privilege mandates that accounts have the least 
amount of privilege possible to perform their activity

• This includes:
• User rights

• Resource permissions such as CPU limits, memory capacity, network 
bandwidth, file system permissions, and database permissions



Avoid Security by Obscurity

• Obfuscating data (hiding it) instead of encrypting it is a very weak 
security mechanism
• If a human can figure out how to hide the data a human can learn how to 

recover the data

• Never obfuscate critical data that can be encrypted or never stored in 
the first place



Keep Security Simple

• Simple security mechanisms are easy to verify and easy to implement 
correctly

• Avoid complex security mechanisms if possible
• “The quickest method to break a cryptographic algorithm is to go around it”

• Do not confuse complexity with layers: Layers are good; complexity isn’t



Detect Intrusions and Keep Logs

• Applications should have built-in logging that is protected and easily 
read

• Logs help you troubleshoot issues, and just as important – help you to 
track down when or how an application might have been 
compromised



Never Trust External Infrastructure and Services

• Many organizations use the processing capabilities of third-party 
partners that more than likely have differing security policies and 
postures than your organization

• It is unlikely that you can influence or control an external third party

• Implicitly trusting externally run systems is dangerous!



Establish Secure Defaults

• New applications should arrive or be presented to users with the 
most secure default settings possible that still allow business to 
function

• This may require training end users or communications messsges

• End result is a significantly reduced attack surface
• Especially when application is pushed out across a large population



Use Open Standards

• Open security standards provide increased portability and 
interoperability

• IT infrastructure is often a heterogeneous mix of platforms, open 
standards helps ensure compatibility between systems as the 
application grows

• Open standards are often well known and scrutinized by peers in the 
security industry to ensure they remain secure
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Automated application security testing tools







IBM AppScan example







Application Security Assessment and Recommendations



Test Areas for Auditing Applications

1. Input Controls
• Review and evaluate controls built into system transactions for input data
• Determine the need for error/exception reports related to data integrity and 

evaluate whether this need has been filled

2. Interface Controls
• Review and evaluate the controls in place over data feeds to and from interfacing 

systems
• If the same data is kept in multiple databases and/or systems, ensure that periodic 

sync processes are executed to detect any inconsistencies in the data

3. Audit Trails
• Review and evaluate the audit trails present in the system and the controls over 

those audit trails
• Ensure that the system provides a means of tracing a transaction or piece of data 

from the beginning to the end of the process enabled by the system



Test Areas for Auditing Applications

4. Identity, Authentication, and Access Controls
• Ensure that the application provides a mechanism that authenticates users based, at a minimum, 

on a unique identifier for each user and appropriate authentication factors
• Review and evaluate the application’s authorization mechanism to ensure that users are not 

allowed to access any sensitive transactions or data without first being authorized by the system’s 
security mechanism

• Ensure that that the system’s security/authorization mechanism has an administrator function with 
appropriate controls and functionality

• Determine whether the security mechanism enables any applicable approval processes
• Review and evaluate processes for granting access to users, ensure that access is granted only when 

there is a legitimate business need
• Review processes for removing user access when it is no longer needed. Ensure that a mechanism 

or process is in place that suspends user access on termination from the company or on a change of 
jobs within the company

• Verify that the application has appropriate password controls. Also, determine whether default 
application account passwords have been changed

• Ensure that users are automatically logged off from the application after a certain period of 
inactivity

• Evaluate the use of encryption techniques to protect application data
• Evaluate application developer access to alter production data



Test Areas for Auditing Applications

5. Software Change Controls
• Ensure that the application software cannot be changed without going through a 

standard checkout/staging/testing/approval process after it is placed into 
production

• Evaluate controls regarding code checkout and versioning

• Evaluate controls regarding the testing of application code before it is placed into a 
production environment

• Evaluate controls regarding batch scheduling

6. Backup and Recovery
• Determine whether a Business Impact Analysis (BIA) has been performed on the 

application to establish backup and recovery needs

• Ensure that appropriate backup and recovery controls are in place

• Ensure appropriate recovery controls are in place



Test Areas for Auditing Applications

7. Data Retention and User Involvement
• Evaluate controls regarding the application’s data retention

• Evaluate overall user involvement and support for the Application 

8. Host Hardening… 
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